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ZEROS OF RANDOM TROPICAL POLYNOMIALS,
RANDOM POLYTOPES AND STICK-BREAKING
FRANCOIS BACCELLI AND NGOC MAI TRAN
Abstract. For i = 0, 1, . . . , n, let Ci be independent and identically distributed random
variables with distribution F with support (0,∞). The number of zeros of the random
tropical polynomials T fn(x) = mini=1,...,n(Ci + ix) is also the number of faces of the
lower convex hull of the n + 1 random points (i, Ci) in R2. We show that this number,
Zn, satisfies a central limit theorem when F has polynomial decay near 0. Specifically,
if F near 0 behaves like a gamma(a, 1) distribution for some a > 0, then Zn has the
same asymptotics as the number of renewals on the interval [0, log(n)/a] of a renewal
process with inter-arrival distribution − log(Beta(a, 2)). Our proof draws on connections
between random partitions, renewal theory and random polytopes. In particular, we
obtain generalizations and simple proofs of the central limit theorem for the number of
vertices of the convex hull of n uniform random points in a square. Our work leads
to many open problems in stochastic tropical geometry, the study of functionals and
intersections of random tropical varieties.
1. Introduction
Consider the tropical min-plus algebra (R,,⊕), a  b = a + b, a ⊕ b = min(a, b). A
tropical polynomial T f : R→ R of degree n has the general form
T f(x) =
n⊕
i=0
(Ci  xi) = min
i=0,...,n
(Ci + ix), (1)
for coefficients Ci ∈ R. The zeros of T f are points in R where the minimum in (1) is
achieved at least twice. When the coefficients Ci’s are random, the zeros of T f form a
collection of random points in R. A natural model of randomness is one where the Ci’s
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to some distribution F , called
the atom distribution [35]. In this paper, we derive the asymptotic distribution for the
number of zeros as n→∞, under various atom distributions.
Theorem 1. Let F be a continuous distribution, supported on (0,∞). Assume F (y) ∼
Cya + o(ya) as y → 0 for some constants C, a > 0. Let Zn be the number of zeros of T f
in (1). Then as n→∞,
Zn − 2a+22a+1 log(n)√
2a(a+1)(2a2+2a+1)
(2a+1)3
log(n)
d→ N (0, 1). (2)
The classical analogue of Zn the number of real zeros of a classical polynomial f(x) =∑n
i=0 Cix
i with random coefficients Ci ∈ R or C. This problem has an extensive literature,
ranging from works in the mid-twentieth century [22,23,26] to a very recent paper by Tao
and Vu [35], who proved a local universality phenomenon. Roughly speaking, this asserts
that the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of f as n → ∞, appropriately normalized,
This work was supported by an award from the Simons Foundation (#197982 to The University of Texas
at Austin).
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2 FRANCOIS BACCELLI AND NGOC MAI TRAN
should become independent of the choice of the atom distribution. Our main result is a
version of this statement for tropical polynomials.
Our setup provides a natural solution to counting zeros of polynomials over fields with
valuations such as the p-adic numbers or Puiseux series, where methods developed for R
and C do not easily apply. Such a polynomial f comes with a tropicalized version T f. By
the Fundamental Theorem of Tropical Algebraic Geometry, the zeros of T f correspond to
valuations of the zeros of f (see, for example, [27]). In particular, f and T f have the same
number of zeros. Studying combinatorial properties of classical varieties via tropicalization
is the heart of tropical algebraic geometry. While zeros of random polynomials in fields
with valuations have been studied [16], to the best of our knowledge this is the first result
in the tropical settings.
1.1. Connections to random polytopes. Let C(i, Ci) denote the lower convex hull of
the point (i, Ci). These are faces with support vectors of the form (1, α) for some α ∈ R.
Let |C(i, Ci)| be the number of such faces. As we shall review in Lemma 3,
Zn = |C(i, Ci)|.
This connects random tropical polynomials with random polytopes. More explicitly, sup-
pose the atom distribution F is Uniform(0, 1). If we replace i = 0, 1, . . . , n by n + 1
i.i.d. uniform points Ui on (0, 1), then (Ui, Ci) are n + 1 uniform points on (0, 1)
2, and
their convex hull is a random polytope. Statistics of such random polytopes have been
studied extensively, see [32] for a recent review. For the convex hull of n uniform points
in a square, Groeneboom [20] derived the central limit theorem for its number of vertices.
It follows from his proof that the number of lower faces |C(Ui, Ci)| satisfies
E(|C(Ui, Ci)|)− 43 log(n)√
20
27
log(n)
d→ N (0, 1), (3)
and this is precisely Theorem 1 for the case a = 1. In fact, our proof of Theorem 1 is based
on an extension of Groeneboom’s results. In the more recent paper [21], Groeneboom re-
derived his results in [20] using a simpler argument with very similar ideas. The key
idea of our proof, Lemma 11, appeared as Corollary 2 in [21]. However, he did not make
the connection to stick-breaking or renewal theory explicit, nor generalize to the case of
non-homogeneous PPP.
1.2. Connections to stick-breaking. For Ci the i-th value of a random walk with
exchangeable increments, the lower convex hull C(i, Ci) is also known as the greatest convex
minorant of the walk (Ci, i = 0, 1, . . . , n). Various authors have studied greatest convex
minorants (or concave majorants) of random walks [2], Brownian motion [3, 19], Le´vy
processes and other settings [10,30]. A classical result by Andersen [6] states that if almost
surely no two subsets of the increments have the same arithmetic mean, then |C(i, Ci)| is
distributed as the number of cycles in a uniformly distributed random permutation of the
set {1, . . . , n}. Its asymptotics in this case is
|C(i, Ci)| − log(n)√
log(n)
d→ N (0, 1).
Paraphrased, this is a very strong universality result on the zeros of tropical polynomials
generated randomly under this settings. In fact, an even stronger result holds: the par-
tition of n generated by the lengths of the faces in C(i, Ci) has the same distribution as
the partition of n generated by the cycles of a uniform random permutation. As n→∞,
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the lengths of these cycles converge in distribution to the lengths of sticks obtained from
a uniform stick-breaking process (cf. Section 3).
In Section 3, we show that when F is exponential(1), conditioned on Cn = 0, the
partition of n generated by the lengths of the faces in C(i, Ci) is a partially exchangeable
partition. The limiting distribution of cycle lengths converge to the partition lengths of a
Beta(2, 1) stick-breaking process. To our knowledge, the Beta(2, 1) scheme has not been
considered in the literature. The classical two-parameter family contains the Beta(1, θ)
stick-breaking scheme [29, §3], [11]. A fundamental difference is exchangeability: in the
Beta(1, θ) case, one obtains an exchangeable partition of n, where as our partition is only
partially exchangeable. However, like the classical case, the Beta(2, 1), and in general, the
Beta(2, a) stick-breaking scheme for a > 0 enjoy the Polya’s urn connection. In particular,
it is a version of the Bernoulli sieve of Gnedin et. al. [17, 18]. For F = exponential(1),
a = 1, and the number of cycles in a Beta(2, 1) partition is precisely the number zeros
of T f conditioned on Cn = 0. In this case, G of Proposition 2 is just the Lebesgue
measure, and we are back to the settings of Groeneboom [20]. By conditioning on the
minimum index of the Ci’s, one obtains an elementary stick-breaking proof of the results
of Groeneboom [20] (cf. Section 3).
1.3. Proof overview. To prove (3), Groeneboom showed that the points of (Ui, Ci) can
be replaced by the points in (0, 1)2 of a homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) with
rate n. He then studied their lower convex hull by a pure jump Markov process on the
vertices, indexed by the slopes of their support vectors.
Our first step is a generalization of this result to a class of non-homogeneous PPP
on R2+. More precisely, let F be the distribution function in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
Consider the PPP with intensity measure nλ×G, where λ is the Lebesgue measure and
G is the measure on R+ such that, for x ≥ 0,
G([0, x]) = − ln(1− F (x)).
The generalization in question is Proposition 2 below. We use the following definition:
For a sequence of random variables (Xn, n ≥ 1) and a deterministic sequence
(bn, n ≥ 1), we say Xn = OP (bn) if for all sequences (cn, n ≥ 1), cn → ∞ as
n→∞,
P(|Xn| ≥ bncn)→ 0 as n→∞.
Proposition 2. Let λ be the Lebesgue measure, F be the distribution in Theorem 1, and
Φn be a Poisson point process on R2+ with intensity measure nλ×G. For points of Φn in
(0, 1) × (0, F−1(1 − e−1)), let |C(Φn)| be the number of lower faces in their convex hull.
Then
|C(Φn)| − (Jn + J ′n) = OP (1),
where Jn and J
′
n are independent random variables, each distributed as the number of re-
newals on [0, log(n)/a] of a delayed renewal process with inter-arrival distribution − log(Beta(a, 2)).
Consequently, as n→∞,
|C(Φn)| − 2a+22a+1 log(n)√
2a(a+1)(2a2+2a+1)
(2a+1)3
log(n)
d→ N (0, 1).
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Theorem 1 is a discrete version of this setup. Indeed, let λn be a discrete measure on R
which puts mass 1 at every point i/n for i = 0, 1, . . ., and 0 elsewhere. On each half line
{i/n} × (0,∞), run an independent PPP with intensity measure G. By design, the first
jump of this process is distributed as F . But only the first point can possibly contribute
to the lower convex hull. Thus the number of tropical zeros Zn equals |C(Φ˜n)|, where
Φ˜n is a PPP with intensity measure λn × G. A direct coupling between Φn and Φ˜n (cf.
Proposition 21) proves that
|C(Φn)| − |C(Φ˜n)| = OP (1),
and Theorem 1 follows.
1.4. Scope and organization. We hope to kindle interests in researchers from both
stochastic and tropical geometry. However, this paper has a rather narrow scope of
counting the number of zeros for a natural model of random tropical polynomials. This
is perhaps the simplest linear functional of the simplest tropical variety. A review of
both fields with rigorous definition of stochastic tropical geometry is better suited for
subsequent work.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the connection between zeros of
T f and the lower convex hull of the points (i, Ci). While this is a special case of the well-
known connection between regular subdivision of Newton polytopes and tropical varieties,
we provide an explicit proof via Legendre transform for self-containment. Sections 3 to 5
treat the case F = exponential(1) via two different proofs: discrete stick-breaking and
Poisson coupling. These proofs and their interactions provide intuition for the proof of
the main case. Section 6 proves Proposition 2. Section 7 proves Theorem 1 via a coupling
argument. We summarize the paper and discuss open problems in Section 8.
Notation. For a set of points (xi, yi), let C(xi, yi) denote their lower convex hull. Let
|C(xi, yi)| denote the number of faces. For an underlying C(xi, yi), we list its vertices
(Vi, i ≥ 0) in increasing x-coordinate. For a vertex V of C(xi, yi), let x(V ) denote its x-
coordinate, y(V ) its y-coordinate, and i(V ) ∈ {0, . . . , n} its index. Identify the sequence
(x(Vj) − x(Vj−1), j = 1, . . . , |C(xi, yi)|) with a partition of [0, 1] ordered by appearance,
denoted Π(C(xi, yi)). Similarly, identify the sequence (i(Vj)−i(Vj−1), j = 1, . . . , |C(xi, yi)|)
with a partition of n ordered by appearance, denoted Πn(C(xi, yi)).
We often split C(xi, yi) into the ‘lower left’ C+(xi, yi) and ‘lower right’ C−(xi, yi) convex
hulls, the first consists of faces with support vectors (1, α) for α > 0, and the second
consists of those with α < 0. Let |C+(xi, yi)| and |C−(xi, yi)| be the corresponding number
of faces. For an underlying C+(xi, yi) or C−(xi, yi), let (V ↓i , i ≥ 0) be the vertices of listed
in decreasing y-coordinate, (V ↑i , i ≥ 0) be the same set of vertices listed in increasing
y-coordinate. For points in a fixed rectangle of some point process Φ, we denote their
lower convex hull by C(Φ). Analogous quantities such as C+(Φ), Π(C(Φ)) follow the same
naming convention.
For α ∈ (0,∞), let L(α) be the line orthogonal to the vector (1, α) and which supports
C+(Φ). Let Lx(α) and Ly(α) be its x and y-intercepts, respectively. Let (x(α), y(α)) be
the vertex of C+(Φ) supported by L(α). If there are two or more such vertices, take the
one with minimum y-coordinate.
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2. Background
We now derive the connection between the zeros of our tropical polynomial T f in (1)
and the lower convex hull C(i, Ci). This is a special case of a classical result in tropical
algebraic geometry, see [27, §2], which has been rediscovered several times across different
literature [5, 37]. Write
g(x) = −T f(x) = max
i=0,...,n
(−Ci) + (−i)x.
Then g is a convex, piecewise linear function. Its Legendre transform gˆ is also convex and
piecewise linear, given by
gˆ(w) = sup
x
(wx− g(x)).
For w ∈ [−n, 0], gˆ(w) is finite, and −gˆ(w) is the y-intercept of the tangent to the graph
of g with slope w. Since g is piecewise linear, the tangent line to g only changes at its
angular points (the points of discontinuity of its slope). We have [5, 37]
gˆ(w) = inf{
∑
i
λiCi :
∑
i
(−i)λi = w, λi ≥ 0,
∑
i
λi = 1}.
Thus, over [−n, 0], the graph of gˆ is precisely C(−i, Ci), the lower faces of the convex hull
of the set of points {(−i, Ci) : i = 0, . . . , n}. The angular points of g, which are the zeros
of T f, are hence in bijective correspondence to the slopes of the faces of gˆ. There is also a
clear bijection between the faces of C(−i, Ci) and those of C(i, Ci). We summarize these
observations below.
Lemma 3. For T f in (1), there is a bijection between the zeros of T f and the faces
of C(i, Ci). The multiplicity of a zero is the lattice length of the corresponding face. In
particular, the number of zeros of T f, counting multiplicity, is the number of faces of
C(i, Ci), counting their lattice lengths.
In light of Lemma 3, it may be more natural to work with the max-plus tropical algebra,
where the polynomials are convex. Indeed, the max-plus algebra found applications in
many areas [4, 9, 15, 36]. We chose to work with min-plus, following the convention of
tropical algebraic geometry [27].
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l
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Figure 1. Graph of T f, g and the Legendre transform of g. The dotted
thick lines are the actual graph of T f and g, the continuous lines are the
graph of the individual terms.
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Example 4. Consider T f(x) = 5 ⊕ 5x ⊕ 2x2 ⊕ 1x3 ⊕ x4. Figure 1 shows the graph of
T f, g and the Legendre transform of g. In this example, T f has a double zero at x = 1
and another zero at x = 3/2. The Legendre transform of g shows a face of lattice length
2 with slope 1, corresponding to the double zero at x = 1, and a face of lattice length
1 with slope 3/2, corresponding to the zero at x = 3/2. The projection of the Legendre
transform of g onto the x-axis creates a subdivision of the line −[0, 4], which we identify
with the line [0, 4]. In this case the partition Π4(C(i, Ci)) is (2, 1, 1).
3. Stick-breaking proof for the exponential case
We now derive a proof of Theorem 1 for the case F = exponential(1) by considering the
partition Πn(C(i, Ci)). Computations in this case are significantly simpler, and they give
insights into the proof of the general case. Furthermore, this setup connects our results
with those in the literature, as discussed in Section 5. Here a = 1, and (2) reads
Zn − 43 log(n)√
20/27 log(n)
d→ N (0, 1).
Recall that V ↑0 is the vertex of C(i, Ci) with minimum Ci. Since F is continuous,
its index i(V ↑0 ) is a.s. unique. It is uniformly distributed on {0, . . . , n}. Conditioned
on i(V ↑0 ) = k, the random variables Ci − Ck are i.i.d. exponential(1). The partitions
Πk(C+(i, Ci)) and Πn−k(C−(i, Ci)) are distributed as independent partitions Πk(C(i, Ci))
and Πn−k(C(i, Ci)) conditioned on the last Ci to be zero. Thus it is sufficient to derive the
distribution of Zn conditioned on the event {C0 = 0}, in which case C(i, Ci) = C−(i, Ci).
Proposition 5. For n = 1, 2, . . ., let pn be the joint distribution function of Πn(C−(i, Ci)).
Then for all m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and x1, . . . , xm ∈ N with
∑m
i=1 xi = n,
pn(x1, . . . , xm) =
m∏
i=1
xi(
n−si+1
2
) , (4)
where si =
∑
j<i xj, s1 = 0.
Proof. In this case, for any vertex V , x(V ) = i(V ). Thus the partition Πn(C−(i, Ci))
identifies with the sequence (Xj, j = 1, . . . , |C−(i, Ci)|) where Xj = x(Vj) − x(Vj−1).
Equation (4) is the probability of the event {Xj = xj, j = 1, . . . ,m = |C−(i, Ci)|}.
Note that x(V ↑1 ) is distributed as the argmin of {Ci/i, i = 1, . . . , n} for i.i.d. exponential(1)
Ci’s. Thus
P(X1 = x1) =
x1(
n+1
2
) . (5)
Conditioned on x(V1) = k, for i = k+ 1, . . . , n, Ci
d
= i
k
Ck + i where i are i.i.d. exponen-
tial(1). Thus, x(V ↑2 ) is distributed as the argmin of
Ci − Ck
i− k =
Ck
k
+
i
i− k
i = k+ 1, . . . , n, which is the integer that achieves the minimum of
i
i− k . So conditioned
on x(V ↑1 ) = k, x(V
↑
2 ) is distributed as
P(x(V2) = k′) =
k′ − k(
n−k+1
2
) .
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Now, X2 = x(V2)− x(V1). Thus conditioned on X1 = x1, X2 is distributed as
P(X2 = x2) =
x2(
n−k+1
2
) = x2(n−s2+1
2
) .
Repeating the argument for j = 3, 4, . . . completes the proof. 2
If we just keep track of the number of components of Πn(C−(i, Ci)), then the recursion
argument of Proposition 5 translates into the following recurrence relation, which appears
in [12, Theorem 1]. We expand on this connection in Section 5.
Corollary 6. Let pnk be the probability that the partition Πn(C−(i, Ci)) has k components.
Then
pnk =
1(
n+1
2
) n−1∑
j=k−1
(n− j)pjk−1. (6)
The recursion in Proposition 5 has a Polya’s urn scheme interpretation. Recall the
basic setup: start with w white balls and b black balls. At each step, remove a random
ball from the urn and replace with two balls of the same color. Repeat this process n
times, thus adding in total n balls to the urn. Let Wn denote the number of white balls
newly added. Then for x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n},
P(Wn = x) =
(
n
x
)
(w + x− 1)!(b+ n− x− 1)!(w + b− 1)!
(w − 1)!(b− 1)!(w + b+ n− 1)!
In particular, for w = 2, b = 1, then
P(Wn = x) =
x+ 1(
n+2
2
) . (7)
Thus, for each n, X1 − 1 is distributed as the number of newly added white balls after
n − 1 steps of the Polya’s urn scheme starting with two white balls and one black ball.
Conditioned on X1 = x1, X2 − 1 is distributed as the number of newly added white balls
after n−x1− 1 steps of the same urn scheme, and so on. From the sequential description
of Polya’s urn, the sequence of partition functions (pn, n ≥ 1) can be generated via the
following variation of the Chinese restaurant process (CRP). Introduced by Dubins and
Pitman [29, §3], this is a model for consistent random permutations. Start with an initially
empty restaurant with an unlimited number of tables numbered 1, 2, . . ., each capable of
seating an unlimited number of customers. Customers numbered 1, 2, . . . arrive one by
one and choose their seats according to the following rules.
Algorithm 1 Beta(2, 1) Chinese Restaurant Process
1: Customer 1 sits at table 1.
2: Suppose after n customers, tables 1, 2, . . . k are occupied with x1, . . . , xm customers,∑
i xi = n. The (n+ 1)-st customer joins according to the following rules:
• He joins table 1 with probability x1 + 1
n+ 2• Sequentially for i = 2, . . . ,m, conditioned on not joining the previous tables
1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1, he joins table i with probability xi + 1
n− sj + 2, where sj =
∑
j<i xi.
• Conditioned on not joining any of the previous tables, he forms a new table.
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Example 7 (n=3). The following tree computes the distribution of the random partition
of 3 customers.
(1)
(1,1)
(1,1,1): 13
1
6 =
1
18
make new1
2
1
3 = 1
6
(1,2): 13
1
3 =
1
9
join
secon
d
1
2
2
3
=
1
3
make new1
3
(2)
(2,1): 13
1
2 +
2
3
1
4 =
1
3
make new
1
4
(3): 23
3
4 =
1
2join
first
3
4
join
firs
t
2
3
joi
n
fir
st
1
2
Lemma 8. The partition of n generated by the above CRP equals Πn(C−(i, Ci)). In other
words, for n = 1, 2, . . ., the probability that tables 1, 2, . . . ,m have sizes x1, . . . , xm is
exactly pn(x1, . . . , xm) in (4).
Proof. The claim is evident from the Polya’s urn construction. Let us keep track of N1,
the size of the first table in the CRP. After n steps, N1−1 is distributed as the number of
newly added white balls in the (2, 1)-Polya’s urn scheme after n−1 steps. Thus, N1 d= X1.
Similarly, let N2 be the size of the second table. By construction, N2 is distributed as the
number of white balls in the (2, 1)-Polya’s urn scheme after n−N1 − 1 steps. Therefore,
N2
d
= X2. Repeating this argument proves the claim. 2
As n→∞, the sequence of relative frequencies (Xi/n, i ≥ 1) converges in distribution
to the continuous Beta(2, 1) stick-breaking sequence
(P1, P2, . . .) = (B1, B¯1B2, B¯1B¯2B3, . . .), (8)
where Bi are i.i.d. Beta(2, 1) random variables, and B¯i = 1−Bi for i ≥ 1. This sequence
defines a distribution on the relative frequencies of a random partition Π of N. Let
p : N∗ =
⋃∞
k=1Nk → [0, 1] be the partition function of Π.
Lemma 9. Let Π′n be the restriction of Π to [n]. Then Πn(C−(i, Ci)) d= Π′n.
Proof. By [28], the probability that Π′n equals any specific partition (x1, . . . , xm) of [n], in
order of appearance, is given by
pn(x1, . . . , xm) = E
(
m∏
i=1
P xi−1i
m−1∏
i=1
(1−
i∑
j=1
Pj)
)
. (9)
By a direct computation, we find that (9) equals (4). This proves the lemma. 2
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We call Πn(C−(i, Ci)) the discrete Beta(2, 1) stick-breaking scheme. It follows from [28,
Theorem 6] that there is another CRP representation for Πn(C−(i, Ci)), this time con-
ditioned on the limiting sequence (P1, P2, . . .). Specifically, given (P1, P2, . . .), and given
that the partition Πn(C−(i, Ci)) has sizes (x1, . . . , xm), Πn+1(C−(i, Ci)) is an extension of
Πn(C−(i, Ci)) in which the (n+ 1)-st customer does the following:
• Joins table i with probability Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
• Joins a new table with probability 1−∑mj=1 Pj.
In other words, conditioned on (Pi, i ≥ 1), for fixed n ≥ 1, X1 d= Binomial(n, P1).
Conditioned on X1, X2
d
= Binomial(n − X1, P2), and so on. When Pi =
∏
j<i B¯jBi for
i.i.d. random variables Bj ∼ B as in our case, this is also known as the Bernoulli sieve
model, a recursive allocation of n balls in infinitely many boxes j = 1, 2, . . .. Here Xj is the
number of balls in the j-th box (if a box j is not discovered then Xj = 0). Gnedin [17] and
Gnedin et. al. [18] studied the various functionals of this model, including |Πn(C−(i, Ci))|,
the number of boxes occupied by at least one ball. Through methods from renewal theory,
they showed that |Πn(C−(i, Ci))| has the same asymptotics as the number of renewals
on the interval [0, log(n)] of a renewal process whose inter-arrival time is distributed as
− log(B). Specifically, for µ = E(− log(B)) and σ2 = V ar(− log(B)),
|Πn(C−(i, Ci))| − µ−1 log(n)√
σ2µ−3 log(n)
d→ N (0, 1). (10)
In our case, B
d
= Beta(2, 1), thus µ = 3
2
, σ2 = 5
4
. Substituting into (10) yields
|Πn(C−(i, Ci))| − 23 log(n)√
10
27
log(n)
d→ N (0, 1). (11)
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1 for the case F = exponential(1).
Proof of Theorem 1 when F is exponential(1). As previously argued, we have
Zn = |ΠUn(C−(i, Ci))|+ |Π′n−Un(C−(i, Ci))|
where Un is the discrete uniform distribution on {0, 1, . . . , n}, and conditioned on Un = u,
|Πu(C−(i, Ci))| and |Π′n−u(C−(i, Ci))| are independent, with asymptotics given in (11).
Thus Zn, appropriately scaled, also converges to the standard normal distribution. It re-
mains to find E(Zn) and Var(Zn). Couple Un with a continuous uniform U
d
= Uniform(0, 1)
in the obvious way. Then |Un/n− U | < 1n a.s. Therefore,
E(Zn|U = u) = 2
3
(log(nu) + log(n(1− u))) +O(1)
=
2
3
log(n) +
2
3
(log(u) + log(1− u)) +O(1).
Therefore E(Zn) = 23 log(n) +O(1). Similarly,
Var(Zn|U = u) = 10
27
(log(nu) + log(n(1− u))) +O(1)
=
20
27
log(n) +
10
27
(log(u) + log(1− u)) +O(1).
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By the above calculation, E(Var(Zn|U)) = 2027 log(n) +O(1), and
Var(E(Zn|U)) = Var(2
3
(log(u) + log(1− u))) = O(1).
Thus, Var(Zn) =
20
27
log(n) + O(1). The central limit theorem for Zn follows by the
Continuous Mapping Theorem (see, for example, [14, §2]). 2
For any a > 0, we can define a discrete Beta(2, a) stick-breaking process. One could ask
whether there exists some F such that Πn a partition from such a process. In the hind-
sight of the proof of Proposition 2, such a process could arise when F is the gamma(a, b)
distribution for some b > 0. However, Proposition 5 relies on the lack of memory of expo-
nentials to obtain the recursion. We do not know how to generalize to other distributions
in the gamma family.
4. Poisson proof for the exponential case
We now prove Proposition 2 when F is exponential(1). Here G is the Lebesgue measure
on (0,∞), Φn is a homogeneous Poisson point process on the first quadrant with rate n,
and the rectangle in consideration is the square (0, 1)2. As discussed in the introduction,
in this case, Proposition 2 is a version of Groeneboom’s result [20].
We now give an elementary proof of this result using stick-breaking. The key idea of
this proof, Lemma 11 below, appeared as Corollary 2 in a later paper of Groeneboom [21].
However, he did not make the connection to stick-breaking and renewal theorems explicit.
Our proof clarifies the connection between the discrete and continuous setup, a key idea
behind our main theorems. We discuss this in Section 5, together with connections to the
results of Buchta [12,13] and Groeneboom [20,21].
We first consider the lower convex hull C+(Φn) only. At the end of Section 1 we
introduced the process (x(α), y(α)), α ∈ (0,∞) of vertices of C+(Φn) indexed by the slope
of their support vectors. Note that (y(α), α ∈ (0,∞)) is a pure-jump process indexed by
increasing α. The sequence of vertices of this process is precisely the sequence (V ↓i , i ≥ 0)
of vertices of C+(Φn) ordered by decreasing y-values. The number of jumps is precisely
|C+(Φn)|. Groeneboom [20] proved the following.
Lemma 10 ( [20]). The process ((x(α), y(α)), α ∈ (0,∞) is a pure jump Markov process
indexed by α. Its number of jumps on (0,∞), |C+(Φn)|, is a.s. finite.
The infinitesimal generator for the process (x(·), y(·)) is rather complicated, see [20].
Remarkably, the transition rule in the y-coordinate is very simple. Groeneboom discovered
this fact in his more recent paper [21].
Lemma 11 ( [20]). Let (Bi, i ≥ 1) be an infinite sequence of i.i.d. Beta(1, 2)random
variables, independent of y(V ↓0 ). The transition rule in y(·) is as follows. Given that V ↓i =
(x∗, y∗) for some i ≥ 0, the process y(·) either terminates with probability exp(−n (1−x∗)y∗
2
),
in which case i = |C+(Φn)|, or it jumps to a random point y(V ↓i+1), 0 < y(V ↓i+1) < y∗,
where
y(V ↓i+1)
d
= y∗Bi+1.
In other words, y(V ↓0 )
d
= Uniform(0, 1) and for all i ≤ |C+(Φn)|, y(Vi) = y(V0)
∏i
j=1Bj.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. Note that y(V ↓0 ) is distributed as a Uniform(0, 1).
Almost surely, y(V ↓0 ) = y(α0) for some α0 > 0. As α increases, the event that y(·) jumps
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from y(V ↓0 ) to y(V
↓
1 ) in (α, α + dα) is the event that there is at least one point in the
shaded triangle in Figure 2.
y(V ↓0 )
dy
Lx(α)
y
y
x
Figure 2. The process y(·) has a jump in dα if there is at least one point
in the triangle. Conditioned on its existence, this point is uniformly dis-
tributed.
Conditioned on V ↓1 being in this triangle, it is uniformly distributed. In particular,
P(y(V ↓1 ) ∈ dy) is proportional to the length of the line highlighted, which is exactly
proportional to y(V ↓0 ) − y. Note that this is independent of α, as long as α > 0. Thus
B1
d
= Beta(1, 2), and is independent of y(V ↓0 ). Repeating this argument shows that Bi
as defined is distributed as Beta(2, 1), independent of y(V ↓i−1) and thus of other Bj’s, as
long as α > 0. The event of termination at some point (x∗, y∗) is exactly when the point
process Φn has no points in the rectangle with vertices (x
∗, y∗), (1, y∗), (0, y∗) and (1, 0).
The probability of this event is exp(−n(1− x∗)y∗/2). 2
Lemma 11 explains the appearance of Beta(1, 2): y(V ↓0 ) − y(V ↓1 ) is a size-biased pick
from the Uniform(0, y(V ↓0 )) distribution. On the phenomenon of size-bias in random
combinatorial structures, see [8,31]). In fact, the discrete Beta(1, 2) appearing in Propo-
sition 5 is also a size-bias phenomenon. We make the connection between Lemma 11 and
Proposition 5 explicit in Section 5.
Excluding the stopping rule, y(·) is a discrete time Markov chain with some internal
filtration. At each step, it terminates with some stopping rule that depends on the
bigger filtration generated by the Markov process (x(·), y(·)). To avoid dealing with the
bigger process, we couple y(·) with the Markov chain (y′i, i ≥ 0), by taking y′0 = y(V ↓0 )
and y′i = y
′
0
∏i
j=1Bj, for the same sequence (Bi, i ≥ 1) of i.i.d. Beta(2, 1) random
variables appeared in Lemma 11. For any t > 0, let J ′(t) be the first time i when
y′i < e
−t. Clearly J ′(t) is a stopping time for the Markov chain (y′i, i ≥ 0). In fact, it
is the number of renewals on [0, t] of a delayed renewal process with i.i.d inter-arrival
distribution − log(Beta(1, 2)), and first point distributed as − log(Uniform(0, 1)). As
t→∞, by [1, Theorem 2.5.1],
J ′(t)
t
a.s.→ 1
µ
, (12)
where µ = E(− log(Beta(1, 2))) = 3
2
.
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The point of the coupling is that J ′(log(n)) (defined w.r.t. (y′i, i ≥ 0)) and |C+(Φn)|
(defined w.r.t. the initial process) are close with high probability. Indeed, these two
quantities are closed as long as y(V ↑0 ) = y
(
V ↓|C+(Φn)|
)
is close to 1
n
.
Lemma 12. Let δ(n) = |C+(Φn)| − J ′(log(n)). Then δ(n) = OP (1).
Proof. We have to prove that for all functions ` growing to infinity arbitrarily slowly,
P
{
J ′(log(n))− `(n) ≤ |C+(Φn)| ≤ J ′(log(n)) + `(n)
}→ 1,
when n → ∞. By (12) and the strong law of large numbers, it is sufficient to show that
for all ` as above,
P
{
log(n)− `(n) ≤ − log(y(V ↑0 )) ≤ log(n) + `(n)
}
→ 1, (13)
when n → ∞. We now prove (13) by using the fact that y(V ↑0 ) is the minimum of the
y-coordinates of the points of Φn in (0, 1)
2. For this, we divide the region (0, 1)× (0,∞)
into n vertical strips (i/n, (i + 1)/n) × (0,∞) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1). In each strip, the
y-coordinate of the points of Φn form a homogeneous Poisson point process on (0,∞). In
particular, in the i-th strip, the first y jump, denoted by i, is distributed as a standard
exponential. Let Y ′ := min(1, . . . , n)
d
= exponential(n). Then, conditioned on the event
Y ′ < 1, which happens with probability 1− e−n, Y ′ = y(V ↑0 ). Now,
P(
1
n`(n)
≤ Y ′ ≤ `(n)
n
) = e−1/`(n) − e−`(n).
Thus the probability of the event in (13) is at least
(1− e−n)(e−1/`(n) − e−`(n)),
which concludes the proof. 2
Proof of Proposition 2 when F is exponential. Write
|C(Φn)| = |C+(Φn)|+ |C−(Φn)| = J ′(log(n)) + J ′′(log(n)) + δ+(n) + δ−(n).
Here J ′ and J ′′ are stopping times of independent versions of the Markov chain y′ previ-
ously defined, and the terms δ+(n), δ−(n) are error terms. Conditioned on the minimum
y-coordinate y(V ↑0 ), the pair |C+(Φn)| and |C−(Φn)|, hence the pair δ+(n) and δ−(n), are
independent. By (13), δ+(n) and δ−(n) are both OP (1), therefore so is their sum. So
|C(Φn)| = J ′(log(n)) + J ′′(log(n)) +OP (1).
The asymptotics of J ′(log(n)) is the same as that of |Πn(C−(i, Ci))| in (11). Thus Propo-
sition 2 follows by the Continuous Mapping Theorem. 2
5. Connections between the discrete and continuous setup
For general distribution F , we present a coupling argument in Proposition 12 to compare
Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. When F = exponential(1), G = λ, the coupling can be
described even more explicitly, and in fact, it results in an equality in distribution.
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Lemma 13. For i = 0, 1, . . . , n, let Ui be i.i.d Uniform(0, 1), independent of the Ci’s.
Then
Πn(C(Ui, Ci)) d= Πn(C(i, Ci)), (14)
and conditioned on Φn having n+ 1 points in (0, 1)
2,
Π(C(Ui, Ci)) d= Π(C(Φn)). (15)
Proof. Equation (14) follows from repeating the proof of Proposition 5 for the points
(Ui, Ci) instead of (i, Ci). For the second statement, note that conditioned on Φn having
n + 1 points in (0, 1)2, these points are distributed as (Ui,
Ci∑
i Ci+
) for some independent

d
= exponential(1). In other words, these points is a version of the points (Ui, Ci), rescaled
by some random amount in the y-axis. But such rescaling does not change the partition
of [0, 1], thus we have (15). 2
Lower convex hull of points in a triangle. Buchta [12] considered |C(∆)|, the number
of faces in the lower convex hull of (0, 1), (1, 0) and n points distributed uniformly at
random in the triangle ∆ with vertices (0, 1), (0, 0) and (1, 0). Theorem 1 in [12] derives
a recurrence relation for P(|C(∆)| = k), which is exactly our pnk in (6). In the light of
Lemmas 11 and 13, this connection is clear.
Corollary 14. The partition of [0, 1] induced by projecting the lower faces of C(∆) onto
the x-axis is precisely the partition of [0, 1] obtained by projecting faces of C+(Φn) onto
[0, y(V ↓0 )] in the y-axis, and rescaled by y(V
↓
0 ).
Lemma 13 shows that Groeneboom’s result, stated in the form of (3), follows directly
from the asymptotics of the Beta(2, 1) stick-breaking in Section 3. This was the spirit of
Buchta’s approach [12, 13]. In particular, he derived E(|C(∆)|) and Var(|C(∆)|) exactly
for finite n using (6). He then generalized this approach to derive the exact analogues for
results in Groeneboom [20], including distribution of the number of vertices and the area
outside the convex hull of a uniform sample from the interior of a convex polygon with r
vertices.
6. Lower Convex Hull of an Inhomogeneous Poisson Point Process
We now prove Proposition 2 in the general case. Our strategy is to generalize the proof
in the previous section. Consider the vertices (V ↓i , i ≥ 0) of C+(Φn) ordered in decreasing
y-coordinate. The analogue of Lemma 11 is the following.
Lemma 15. For each i ≥ 1, let Bi = y(V
↓
i )
y(V ↓i−1)
. For s > 0, define the distribution Is on
[0, 1] via its cdf (also denoted Is):
Is(b) := P(Bi ≤ b | y(V ↓i−1 = s).
Then
Is(b) =
(1− b)G([0, sb]) + ∫ b
0
G([0, st])dt∫ 1
0
G([0, st])dt
, 0 ≤ b ≤ 1. (16)
In particular, as s→ 0, Is → I0 := Beta(a, 2).
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Proof. Consider Figure 2 in Lemma 11. Conditioned on y(V ↓i−1) = s and on the fact that
the shaded triangle contains a point, the probability that y(V ↓i ) belongs to dy at y = sb
is proportional to the area of the thin boldface rectangle of the figure w.r.t. the λ × G
measure, that is proportional to (1−b)dG([0, sb]). This in turm implies the above formula
for Is, the cumulative distribution function of Bi given y(Vi−1 = s). Now, as s → 0,
G([0, sb])→ C(sb)a uniformly over all b ∈ [0, 1]. Thus d
db
G([0, sb])→ Casaba−1. The term
sa cancels, leave Is(db)→ I0(db) at all points b ∈ [0, 1], where I0(db) ∝ ba−1(1− b). Thus,
I0 = Beta(a, 2). Since I0 is continuous everywhere, Is → I0 as distributions. (See, for
example, [14, §2]). 2
Define S0 = − log(y(V ↓0 )), Si := − log(y(V ↓i ) = − log(y(V ↓0 )) +
∑i
j=1− log(Bi) for
i = 1, 2, . . .. Then (Si, i = 0, 1, . . .) is a state-dependent random walk. At the i-th step,
conditioned on Si = t, Si+1 − Si is an independent random variable with distribution
− log(Iexp(−t)) for the family of distributions I(·) in Lemma 15. Alternatively, (Si) can
be viewed as a Markov renewal process, or a Markov modulated random walk. In these
settings, the inter-arrival times (or the jumps of the walk) are driven by a Markov process,
in this case, (Si) itself. Since the jumps are a.s. positive, the Markov chain is transient.
To the best of our knowledge, Korshunov [24,25] is one of the only authors who considered
transient Markov renewal processes. We restate his relevant results [24, Theorem 5] for
our case, omitting conditions which are automatically satisfied.
Theorem 16 (Korshunov’s Central Limit Theorem for Si [24]). For s ≥ 0, let ξs be a
random variable with distribution Is. Suppose for some δ ∈ (0, 1), {(log(ξs))2, 0 < s < δ}
is uniformly integrable. Let µ = E(− log(ξ0)), σ2 = Var(− log(ξ0)). Suppose
E(− log(ξs)) = µ+ o
(
1√− log(s)
)
,
and
Var(− log(ξs))→ σ2
as s→ 0. Then as s→ 0, t = − log(s)→∞, and
St/t
a.s.→ µ, and St − tµ√
tσ2
d→ N (0, 1). (17)
Lemma 17. The assumptions of Korshunov’s Central Limit Theorem are satisfied. In
particular, suppose (tn) is an increasing sequence of indices, such that tn →∞ as n→∞.
Define sn = e
−tn. Then as n→∞, sn → 0, and (17) holds for the sequence (tn).
Proof. By the assumptions of Proposition 2, as s → 0, G([0, s]) = Csa + (s), where
(s) = o(sa). Thus there exists some small S such that for all s < S, for all b ∈ [0, 1],
|(sb)| < 2|(s)|. Bound Is(b) in (16) by
1− 2|(s)|
1 + 2|(s)|I0(b) ≤ Is(b) ≤
1 + 2|(s)|
1− 2|(s)|I0(b),
where I0(b) = (a+ 1)b
a − aba+1. For some small S ′, for all s < S ′, |(s)| < 1/4. So
|I0(b)− Is(b)| ≤ 8|(s)|, (18)
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where this bound holds for all s < min(S, S ′). Note that − log(ξ0) is a.s. positive and has
finite third moments for all a > 0. For any r > 0, write
E((− log(ξs))r) =
∫ ∞
0
P((− log(ξs))r > x) dx =
∫ ∞
0
P(ξs > exp(−x1/r)) dx.
Thus for all s < min(S, S ′), (18) implies |E(− log(ξs)3)− E(− log(ξ0)3)| < (1 + 8(s)), so
the family of squared jumps {log(ξs)2, s < min(S, S ′)} is uniformly integrable. Similarly,
we have convergence of the expectation and variance. The error in the expectation is
bounded by
|E(− log(ξs))− µ| < 8|(s)|.
For any a > 0, sa = o
(
1√
− log(s)
)
. Since (s) = o(sa) by assumption, (s) = o
(
1√
− log(s)
)
.
2
Proposition 18. Let J(t) be the number of jumps in [0, t] of the random walk (Si). Then
as t→∞,
J(t)
t
a.s.→ 1
µ
, and
J(t)− µ−1t√
σ2µ−3t
d→ N (0, 1), (19)
where µ =
1
a
+
1
a+ 1
, σ2 =
1
a2
+
1
(a+ 1)2
.
Proof. This result follows from (17) by standard techniques of renewal theory. Our treat-
ment follows that of Gut [1, §2.5]. Let ν(t) be the first time in which Si > t. Then
ν(t) = J(t) + 1 a.s. By definition,
SJ(t) ≤ t < Sν(t).
Therefore,
SJ(t)
J(t)
≤ t
J(t)
<
Sν(t)
ν(t)
· J(t) + 1
J(t)
.
Since the walk has a.s. positive increments, J(t) → ∞ as t → ∞ a.s. But St/t a.s.→ µ by
(17), therefore, by [1, Theorem 2.1],
SJ(t)
J(t)
a.s.→ µ, and Sν(t)
ν(t)
· J(t) + 1
J(t)
a.s.→ µ.
Thus t
J(t)
a.s.→ µ, and J(t)
t
a.s.→ µ by the Continuous Mapping Theorem. Similarly,
SJ(t) − J(t)µ
σ
√
t/µ
≤ t− J(t)µ
σ
√
t/µ
≤ Sν(t) − ν(t)µ
σ
√
t/µ
+
µ
σ
√
µ
t
.
As argued above, J(t) → t
µ
a.s., and therefore so does ν(t). By Anscombe’s theorem [1,
§1.3], [7], the sequences (SJ(t)) and (Sν(t)) satisfy the same central limit theorem as that
of St. Therefore, as t→∞,
t− J(t)µ
σ
√
t/µ
= −J(t)− µ
−1t√
σ2µ−3t
d→ N(0, 1).
2
Recall that |C+(Φn)| = J [− log(y(V ↑0 )) + log(y(V ↓0 ))]. Since F (x) ∼ Cxa for x near
0, y(V ↑0 ) ∼ F−1( 1n) ∼ 1Cn−1/a, so we expect − log(y(V ↑0 )) ∼ 1a log(n) and |C+(Φn)| ≈
J( 1
a
log(n)). Formally, we have the following analogue of Lemma 12.
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Lemma 19. Let δ(n) = Z+n − J( 1a log(n)). Then δ(n) = OP (1).
Proof. The proof is along the same lines as Lemma 12. By (19), it is sufficient to show
that for a function ` tending to infinity arbitrarily slowly, with high probability,
1
a
log(n)− `(n) ≤ − log(y(V ↑0 )) ≤
1
a
log(n) + `(n). (20)
Again, we divide the region (0, 1)×(0,∞) into n vertical strips (i/n, (i+1)/n)×(0,∞) for
i = 0, . . . , n−1. In each strip, the y-coordinates of the points of Φn form an inhomogeneous
Poisson point process on (0,∞) with intensity measure G. In particular, for the i-th strip,
the first y jump i has distribution F . Define Y
′ := min(1, . . . , n). Then Y ′
d
= F−1(B)
where B
d
= Beta(1, n). Now,
P(B ≤ `(n)
n
) = 1−
(
1− `(n)
n
)n
→ 1
as n→∞. Conditioned on the event B ≤ `(n)
n
, for large n,
F−1(B) ≤ 2
C
B1/a ≤ 2
C
`(n)1/a
n1/a
.
Therefore, for large n,
P{− log(Y ′) ≥ 1
a
log(n)− 1
a
log(`(n))− log
(
2
C
)
} = 1−
(
1− `(n)
n
)n
.
Similarly,
P
(
B ≤ 1
n`(n)
)
= 1−
(
1− 1
n`(n)
)n
→ 0
as n→∞. By the same argument, for large n,
P{− log(Y ′) ≤ 1
a
log(n) +
1
a
log(`(n)) + log
(
2
C
)
} = 1−
(
1− 1
`(n)n
)n
.
Therefore, (20) holds with high probability for Y ′ in place of y(V ↑0 ). But Y
′ = y(V ↑0 ) condi-
tioned on the event Y ′ < G−1(1), withG−1(1) the real number such thatG([0, G−1(1)] = 1,
namely G−1(1) = F−1(1− e−1). This is precisely the event that there is at least one point
of Φn in the square (0, 1) × (0, G−1(1)), so this event happens with probability 1 − e−n.
Thus, (20) happens with probability at least
(1− e−n)
(
1−
(
1− 1
`(n)n
)n)
→ 1.
2
Proof of Proposition 2. The argument is exactly the same as in the case where F is ex-
ponential given in Section 4. In summary, Proposition 18 establishes the central limit
theorem for J( 1
a
log(n)). The number of faces to the left and right of V ↑0 , |C+(Φn)| and
|C−(Φn)|, are independent conditioned on y(V ↑0 ). Lemma 19 states |C+(Φn)| and |C−(Φn)|
are simultaneously well-approximated by two independent copies of J( 1
a
log(n)). Thus
N(Φn) is distributed like their sum, and this concludes the proof. 2
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For α ∈ (0,∞), recall that L(α) is the line orthogonal to (1, α) which supports C+(Πn),
and that Lx(α) is its x-intercept. Note that Lx(·) is a pure jump process indexed by α.
Let Lix, i = 1, . . . , |C+(Φ)| be the sequence of values of Lx(·) ordered in increasing value.
Define L0x = x(V
↓
0 ). Consider the triangles by the consecutive lines and the x-axis as in
Figure 3 below. For i = 1, 2, . . . , |C+(Φ)|, let Ti be the i-th triangle, area(Ti) denote its
area with respect to the measure λ×G.
y
x
V ↓0
V ↓1
V ↓2
L0x L
1
x L
2
x
T1
T2
Figure 3. Divide up the region between C+(Φn) and the x-axis into tri-
angles based on the jumps of Lx(·).
Corollary 20. For i = 1, 2, . . . , R+n , area(Ti) are i.i.d. exponential(n), independent of
the vertices V ↓i of C+(Φn).
Proof. Let S = Lix−Li−1x be the i-th increment of the process Lx(·). Conditioned on V ↓i−1
and Li−1x , let TS denote the triangle with vertices V
↓
i−1, (L
i−1
x , 0) and (L
i−1
x + S, 0). Now,
area(TS) = S
∫ y(V ↓0 )
0
(1− y/y(V ↓0 ))dG([0, y]) = Sf(y(V ↓0 )),
where f(y(V ↓0 )) is the above integral, which is independent of S. We have
P(S > s) = exp(−n (area(Ts))) = exp(−nsf(y(V ↓0 ))).
This implies
P(area(TS) > t) = P
(
S >
t
f(y(V ↓0 ))
)
= exp
(
−n t
f(y(V ↓0 ))
f(y(V ↓0 ))
)
= exp(−nt).
Therefore, area(TS), independent of V
↓
i−1, L
i−1
x and S, is distributed as an exponential
random variable with rate n.
2
Groeneboom [21] proved this when G is the Lebesgue measure. He used it to derive the
asymptotics for the sum An =
∑
i area(Ti) jointly with |C+(Φn)|. Since we approximate
|C+(Φn)| by the number of renewals in a fixed interval (cf. Lemma 19), the asymptotic
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normality for An easily follows. For generalG, let us compute the expectation and variance
of An for large n. We have
E(An) = E(E(An|J(log(n)/a))) = E(J(log(n)/a)) = a+ 1
2a+ 1
log(n),
Var(An) = E(J(log(n)/a)) + Var(J(log(n)/a)) =
6a3 + 8a2 + 4a+ 1
(2a+ 1)3
log(n).
For a = 1, this reduces to E(An) =
2
3
log(n), Var(An) =
28
27
log(n), as showed in [13, 21].
See [32] for a historical review and summary of recent developments on asymptotics of
An in higher dimensions.
Finally, we note that Proposition 2 is stated with the Poisson point process being
restricted to the rectangle (0, 1) × (0, G−1(1)). If we widen this rectangle to (0, 1) ×
(0, 2G−1(1)), the probability of points in (0, 1)× (G−1(1), 2G−1(1)) being a vertex of the
lower convex hull is clearly very small. Thus Proposition 2 also holds for the lower convex
hull of points from the infinite strip (0, 1)×(0,∞). We chose to state it for the rectangle to
make the role of n clear: on the rectangle (0, 1)× (0, G−1(1)), we have Poisson(n) points.
This makes conditioning arguments such as that in Lemma 13 a little more convenient.
7. Proof of the main theorem
The discrete case corresponds to a PPP on (0, 1)×(0,∞) with intensity measure λn×G,
where λn is a discrete measure on R which puts mass 1 at every point i/n for i = 0, 1, . . .,
and 0 elsewhere. Clearly 1
n
λn → λ in the space of measures, thus we expect the discrete
and continuous cases to have the same asymptotics. We make this rigorous through a
direct coupling.
Divide (0, 1) × (0,∞) into n vertical strips (i/n, (i + 1)/n) × (0,∞), i = 0, . . . , n − 1.
Form the new point process Φ˜n from Φn as follows: for each point (Xi, Yi) in the i-th strip
in Φn, place a point (i/n, Yi) in Φ˜n. This produces an a.s. bijection ψ : Φn → Φ˜n, such
that a point (Xi, Yi) of Φn and its image ψ((Xi, Yi)) have equal y-coordinates, and differ
by at most 1
2n
in their x-coordinates. We use this coupling to show the following, which
implies that Theorem 1 is equivalent to Proposition 2.
Proposition 21.
|C+(Φn)| − |C+(Φ˜n)| = OP (1).
Proof. Recall that L(α) is the line supporting C+(Φn) with slope α. Define
L1/n(α) = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : ∃ ∈ (0, 1/n] such that (x− , y) ∈ L(α)}.
Let (x˜(α), y˜(α)) be the vertex supported by the vector (1, α) in Φ˜n. Then almost surely,
(x˜(α), y˜(α)) = ψ(V ) for some point V of Φn lying in L
1/n(α) (see Figure 4). Let us
condition on the vertices of C+(Φn) and the values Lix, i = 0, 1, . . . , |C+(Φn)| − 1. Define
Y ∗ = min{Ly(α0), G−1(1)}. Extend Φn to include the point (Y ∗, 0), and consider the
lower convex hull, as in Figure 5. Let P 1/n denote the collection of points not in this
convex hull, but whose x-coordinate at most 1
2n
away from this convex hull. That is,
P 1/n = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : ∃ ∈ (0, 1/n] such that (x− , y) ∈ C+(Φn ∪ (0, Y ∗))}.
By definition, Φn has no point below C+(Φn ∪ (0, Y ∗)). Thus |C+(Φ˜n)| is at most the
number of points of Φn in P
1/n ∪ C+(Φn ∪ (0, Y ∗)).
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x
y
Lx(α)
+1
2n
+1
n
−1
2n
Figure 4. The thick line is L(α), the gray region is L1/n(α). The vertex
(x˜(α), y˜(α)) of Φ˜n has to lie in the stripped region. Thus (x˜(α), y˜(α)) =
ψ(V ) for some point V of Φn in L
1/n(α).
x
y
y∗
L0x L
1
x L
2
x
V ↓0
V ↓1
V ↓2
Figure 5. Conditioned on the vertices of C+(Φn), Y ∗ and Lix, |C+(Φ˜n)|
is at most the number of points of Φn lying within x-distance 1/n of the
lower convex hull. This is precisely the region shaded, which consists of
parallelograms of width 1/n.
Divide the region P 1/n into parallelograms of width 1/n. The vertices of the i-th
parallelogram are V ↓i , (x(V
↓
i )+1/n, y(V
↓
i )), V
↓
i+1 and (x(V
↓
i+1)+1/n, y(V
↓
i+1)). Conditioned
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on y(V ↓i ) = yi, Y
∗ = y∗, and conditioned on |C+(Φn)| = r, the area of P 1/n under λ×G is
G(y∗)−G(y1) +
r−1∑
i=1
(G(yi)−G(yi+1)) = G(y∗)−G(yr) ≤ 2.
since y∗, yr ≤ G−1(1). By definition, Φn has r vertices in C+(Φn). Therefore,
|C+(Φ˜n)− r| ≤ Poisson(2) = OP (1)
for all realizations of the point process Φn. 2
8. Discussion
We considered random tropical polynomials T fn(x) = mini=1,...,n(Ci + ix) where the
coefficients Ci are i.i.d. random variables with some c.d.f. F with support on (0,∞). We
showed that Zn, the number of zeros of T fn satisfies a central limit theorem under mild
assumptions on the rate of decay of F near 0. Specifically, if F near 0 behaves like the
gamma(a, 1) distribution for some a > 0, then Zn has the same asymptotics as the number
of points on the interval [0, log(n)/a] of a renewal process with inter-arrival distribution
− log(Beta(2, a)). The proof techniques draw on connections between random partitions,
renewal theory and random polytopes constructed from Poisson point processes. They
lead to simpler proofs of the central limit theorem for the number of vertices of the convex
hull of n uniform random points in a square.
The assumption that the support of F is [0,∞) can easily be extended to the case
with support on (c,∞) for some constant c, provided the behavior of F near c is as
above. This follows from the fact that the number of vertices of a polytope is invariant
under translation and scaling by constants. It is crucial, however, that F be a continuous
distribution. In particular, Theorem 1 does not hold for discrete distributions. Indeed, if
F (0) = p > 0, Zn is at most the sum of two independent Geometric(p) random variables
for all n, and certainly does not have a normal scaling.
This work is a first stab at stochastic tropical geometry, the study of linear functionals
and intersections of random tropical varieties. These are common zeros of a collection of
random tropical polynomials. In fields with valuations, they are precisely the tropical-
ization of random algebraic varieties. By considering these varieties at random, we gain
insights into the global structure of tropical varieties and their preimages as a collection
of sets. Unlike classical varieties, the tropical analogues are polyhedral in nature. Ran-
dom tropical varieties are strongly connected with random polytopes, a rich branch of
stochastic geometry [32–34]. This is a key ingredient in our proof of Theorem 1.
Our next steps will focus on random tropical polynomials in several variables and
system of random tropical polynomials. A tropical polynomial in m variable is a map
T f : Rm → R, given by
T f(x) = min
i∈I
(Ci + i · x),
where Ci ∈ R, I ⊂ Zm is some indexing set, and · is the usual inner product in Rm. The
convex hull of I is called the Newton polytope, and its subdivision by C(i, Ci) is a regular
subdivision, or in other words, weighted Delaunay triangulations [27, §2.3]. Thus, random
tropical polynomials generate a type of random partition of subsets of Zm. It would be
very interesting to understand this lattice partition. For example, if we consider a random
tropical polynomial of degree n in m variables with i.i.d coefficients Ci, as n→∞, is there
a scaling limit for the number of cells of such partitions?
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